We present an analysis of the available long-wavelength, high-dispersion spectra of seven hybridchromosphere stars obtained with the International Ultraviolet Explorer between 1978 and 1993. Our investigation of the variability of the Mg n h and k resonance doublet demonstrates that the emissionline fluxes are not rotationally modulated with the periods previously suggested by Brosius, Mullan, & Stencel. Furthermore, we find no evidence in the Mg n data to corroborate the multiple periodicities reported in the Ca n emissions of hybrid stars by Rao et al. Examination of 40 pairs of closely spaced Mg n observations failed to reveal the presence of any strong chromospheric flaring on the sample stars. Significant (20%-40%) nonperiodic Mg n flux variability, on timescales of days to years, is observed in six of the seven stars. The flux variations occasionally are accompanied by dramatic changes in the morphology of the Mg n profiles, indicating variable stellar-wind absorption. We argue that the variability observed is consistent with stochastic changes associated with the slow growth and decay of chromospheric active regions and the gradual evolution of the physical conditions in the winds. It is our opinion that no compelling argument has yet been made for periodic variability in the chromospheric diagnostics of hybrid stars.
INTRODUCTION
Hybrid-chromosphere stars, recognized early in the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) mission, are luminous cool stars whose ultraviolet spectra show both transition region (TR) plasma (T e ~ 10 5 K), as evidenced by C rv, Si rv, and N v emission fines, and a substantial cool stellar wind, as evidenced by high-velocity (75-200 km s" 1 ) blueshifted absorption in the Mg n h and k resonance fines (Hartmann, Dupree, & Raymond 1980; Reimers 1982) . Such a combination of properties makes these stars distinct from both the solar-like " coronal " stars (TR emission, but no cool winds) and the red giant "noncoronal" stars (strong cool winds, but weak or absent TR emission; see Linsky & Haisch 1979) . Hybrids have been found primarily in two specific regions of the H-R diagram, namely, among the early G supergiants and the early K bright giants. found that TR emission is common among early K bright giants but that only about half these stars have discernible high-velocity wind absorption. Brown, Reimers, & Linsky (1986) showed that the TR plasma is, on average, at rest with respect to the photosphere and not within the high-velocity outflow. Either the TR and wind are physically separated (the "solar analogy" ; Linsky 1982) or the hotter plasma lies at the turbulent base of the wind (the coherent wind model; Hartmann et al. 1985; ). The detection of X-ray emission from the hybrid a TrA (Brown et al. 1991) and subsequent ROSAT observations of a large X-ray flare on the same star (Kashyap et al. 1994 ) both lend credence to the former possibility. Other hybrids also have been detected by ROSAT (Haisch, Schmitt, & Rosso 1992; Refiners & Schmitt 1992; Brown, Linsky, & Ayres 1994; Kashyap et al. 1994; Refiners et al. 1996) , suggesting that hybrid stars generally possess hot coronae.
The Mg n h and k emission fines (2/12802.7, 2795.5) arise in the thick, warm chromospheres of cool stars. These fines are highly opaque and form over a considerable range of atmospheric conditions. Consequently, the Mg n fines are very sensitive to the presence of winds and flows in the outer atmosphere. Drake, Brown, & Linsky (1984) studied the complex Mg n profiles in IUE observations of hybrid stars, in which generally two absorption features are seen superposed on the chromospheric emission. They concluded that the variable high-velocity absorption component forms in the stellar wind while the narrow, low-velocity component is due primarily to absorption by the interstellar medium (ISM). This interpretation is supported by recent Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Goddard High Resolution Spectrograph (GHRS) echelle spectra of the Mg n features of a TrA, described by Harper et al. (1995) . O'Brien & Lambert (1986) showed that the He 1 10830 Â fines of hybrid stars behave unusually, with strong fluctuations from emission to absorption and outflow to infall. Unfortunately, the formation of the He i fine is poorly understood. Rao et al. (1993) reported that variations in Ca n H and K emission are more pronounced in hybrid stars than in nonhybrids of similar spectral type. The authors argued for the presence of multiple periodicities in Ca n time series of hybrids, which they suggested arise from the combination of erratic, short-period pulsations, rotational modulations, and long-term magnetic activity cycles. Brosius, Mullan, & Stencel (1985, hereafter BMS) studied the integrated Mg n fluxes of hybrid stars observed with IUE. They found changes in the fine fluxes that they ascribed to rotational modulation. Oznovich & Gibson (1987) cast doubt on the Mg n interpretations of BMS but did find significant emission-fine flux variability in far-UY IUE spectra of the hybrids a Aqr and a Oph. Time (days) 1000 3000 5000
In this paper, we present results from IUE observations of the Mg n features of seven hybrid stars obtained between 1978 and 1993. Descriptions of the observations and of the data reduction and measurements are contained in § § 2 and 3, respectively. In § 4, we discuss time-series analysis as it relates to our data sets and address the issue of assigning statistical confidences to periodogram peaks. In § 5, we present our results, arguing against the presence of significant periodic signals in the Mg n data. Section 6 summarizes our conclusions.
OBSERVATIONS
Since 1984, we have undertaken a series of IUE programs (HYGJL, LGHJL, CSJAB, CCMAB, CCNAB, CCOAB) focused on the chromospheric and TR properties of hybridchromosphere stars. As part of these programs, we obtained matched pairs of IUE long-wavelength, high-dispersion (LW-HI) spectra of a number of hybrids, at intervals of typically 6 months. Each pair of spectra consists of a short exposure that optimally records the peaks of the Mg n h and k emission and a longer exposure that reaches the fainter parts of the emission profiles. With this combination of exposures, it is possible to investigate changes in both the overall emission flux and the stellar-wind absorption profiles. The goals of the observing programs were (1) to establish the degree of Mg n variability in hybrid stars and (2) to determine whether the Mg n emission varies with the periods reported by either BMS or Rao et al. (1993) . In order to expand the temporal coverage of our data sets, we dearchived additional LW-HI images of hybrids obtained by other investigators. All images with exposure times appropriate for the Mg n features were considered in our analysis. We limited our sample to the seven hybrid stars for which at least 15 LW-HI images were available (see Table  1 ). This sample represents more than half of all presently confirmed hybrids. The combined IUE LW-HI data set for the sample contains in excess of 200 spectra obtained over more than 15 years. This extensive set of relatively homogeneous observations provides an excellent opportunity to search for variability on timescales ranging from the decades associated with stellar magnetic activity cycles to the years associated with rotational modulations and, in some cases, the hours associated with possible flare activity. Fig. 4 .-Example of correlated Gaussian noise (CGN, top) generated with a 100 day correlation time and a 1 day time step according to the prescription given in § 4. The middle panel depicts the simulated data set obtained by sampling the CGN progression at intervals corresponding to those of the actual IUE observations of a Aqr. The simulated periodogram (bottom) computed from this data set is one of tens of thousands of such periodograms that serve to define the PeST CGN confidence levels (Fig. 5 ) used in evaluating the empirical periodograms of the sample hybrid stars (Fig. 13) . The spectra were reduced from the standard IUE Spectral Image Processing System (IUESIPS) files provided to the Guest Observer. To the extent possible, uniform analysis procedures were employed. Unfortunately, perfectly homogeneous treatment of the data is precluded by a series of modifications made to IUESIPS during the long course of the satellite's operation. We have taken measures (described below) to account for the influence of such software changes. Nevertheless, caution must be employed when comparing results obtained from data that have had dissimflar processing histories, to ensure that subtle calibration differences are not misinterpreted as physical variability.
In IUESIPS, the conversion from instrumental data numbers to linearized fluxes is governed by the intensity transfer function (ITF), a series of flat fields of graded exposure lengths that measure the response of the camera to a standard UV floodlamp. Before 1978 June, the calibration Cassatella & Harris 1982) . However, in the more recent epoch, ITF1 has been replaced by the revised LWP ITF2, designed to correct flux-scaling errors and nonlincarities present in the original ITF (Cassatella, Lloyd, & González-Riestra 1988) . If meaningful comparisons between ITF1 and ITF2 fluxes are to be made, an understanding of how the choice of ITF affects the flux calibration is required. In a study of /ow-dispersion images alternately processed with each LWP ITF, Oliversen (1988) found that ITF1 yields fluxes that are 4%-7% higher than ITF2 fluxes, depending on wavelength. We performed a similar analysis on a set of four high-dispersion spectra of hybrid stars, including two each of ß Aqr (LWP 6162 and 6938) and y Aql (LWP 5928 and 6937). The images have well-exposed Mg n emission peaks and encompass a range of epochs, radiation levels, and spectral types. Figure 1 offers a comparison of the Mg n h and k profiles produced by ITF1 and ITF2 for LWP 5928 and 6162. For the Mg n h Une in LWP 5928, the agreement is excellent; the fluxes differ by at most a few percent. In the region of the k line, however, the ITF1 profile lies systematically above the ITF2 profile. The fluxes in LWP 6162 exhibit contrasting behavior, showing better agreement near the k fine than the h fine but worse overall agreement than in LWP 5928.
Measurements of features in all four reprocessed spectra reveal that, while ITF1 consistently yields higher fluxes than ITF2, the difference between the two can be less than 1% or as high as ~ 11%. The average ITF2/ITF1 offset computed from 16 separate measurements is 5%, with a standard devi- No. 1, 1996 Mg n EMISSION FROM HYBRID STARS 267 ation of 3%. A nonuniform offset between ITF1 and ITF2 fluxes is not unexpected, since the portions of the ITF sampled by an image vary with (monochromatic) source intensity and exposure time. We judged that extensive reprocessing of the entire set of LWP images obtained prior to 1987 December was neither worthwhile nor feasible at the present time. Unlike that for many other missions, the IUE processing software is not generally available, and observers are dependent on the data products provided by the IUE project. A new data reduction procedure ("NEWSIPS") is being developed, but the detailed implementation of this procedure for LW-HI images is not yet finalized. Provision of a new set of optimally calibrated LW-HI spectra will not be completed for at least several years, and we do not feel that the small gain in precision that would result for our hybrid-star data set is sufficient to deter us from publishing our results as they currently exist. Therefore, in an attempt to bring all our existing flux measurements onto a common scale, we assumed that the LWR ITF and LWP ITF2 yield identical fluxes and reduced the LWP ITF1 fluxes by 5%.
To account for the spread in ITF2/ITF1 offsets, an additional 3% uncertainty was included in the estimates of the errors in the ITF1 flux determinations. The absolute flux calibration was carried out according to the procedure described by Cassatella et al. (1990) . We applied corrections both for short-term variations in sensitivity related to changes in camera temperature (THDA), using the IUESIPS routine TEMPCOR, and for the longterm sensitivity degradation of the LWR and LWP cameras. Each camera appears to have suffered more rapid 268 BROWN ET AL. Vol. 107 Clavel, Gilmozzi, & Prieto 1985) and on LWP images obtained after that time (Garhart 1992) . Considerable care must be taken in analyzing the Mg n features if small-scale flux changes are to be detected. We restricted our analysis to those spectra that have the best signal-to-noise characteristics and to those features in a spectrum for which rehable fluxes could be determined.
Thus emission features containing saturated pixels were not measured. In addition, images acquired when the radiation background exceeded FPM = 2.2 V were excluded from the analysis. As direct particle-flux readings were unavailable for a significant number of the recent frames, we estimated the radiation level for all images by using a relationship between the image background (as recorded in the IUE Merged Observing Log) and the FPM (Field Particle Monitor) voltage patterned after the work of Loomis & Arquilla (1990) . We identified one image (LWR 3207) for which the absolute wavelength scale was grossly in error; the entire spectrum was shifted more than 2 À redward of its expected position. It appears that the shift was introduced when this large-aperture image was mistakenly processed as a small-aperture observation. Such a large wavelength offset adversely affects the photometric calibration of the frame because the echelle blaze correction is strongly dependent on wavelength. The problem is particularly acute for the Mg n h and k lines, which, because of their positions near the edges of their respective echelle orders, lie on steep, inversely sloped portions of the blaze. A large blueward zero-point offset in the wavelength scale results in a smaller Mg n h flux and a larger k flux than would be derived if no offset were present. As we have no means of accurately determining the true wavelength offset of LWR 3207, we removed the spectrum from our data set. Based on an analysis of the blaze coefficients, we estimate that the typical errors in the Mg n fluxes associated with minor wavelengthscale offsets (<0.3 À) are no greater than ~3%. These errors were not taken into account in the noise estimates discussed below. By examining the wavelengths of the Mg n features in the entire set of LW-HI images, we found that the images most likely to be affected by wavelength offsets are those obtained early in the IUE mission. This probably indicates that telescope pointing errors (which have been reduced over time) are the prime culprits. Following Ayres et al. (1995) , we minimized the influence of subjective errors on our flux measurements by registering the Mg n emission profiles to a common wavelength scale and then integrating the flux over a fixed bandpass. The profiles were brought to the common wavelength scale through an iterative process. For each star, the initial line profiles were co-added to form a mean profile. The individual profiles then were cross-correlated against the mean in order to establish the offset of each profile from the reference. In order to avoid interpolation between wavelength bins and the spectral smoothing that results, the profiles were shifted by integral numbers of bins. The shifted profiles were used to compute a new mean profile, and the entire process was repeated until the residual shifts converged to zero. The integration bandpasses were chosen based on visual examination of the co-added profiles. The bandpass integration then was applied uniformly to the individual, properly registered, profiles. Tables 2-8 summarize the circumstances of each observation, the total flux of the Mg n h and k lines, and the flux longward of the ISM absorption feature (h red and k red ; see Fig. 6 below) .
One of the great difficulties in an IUE variability analysis is the fact that IUESIPS processing does not assign photometric errors to the linearized fluxes. While that defect is remedied in the NEWSIES software, such information is not yet available for LW-HI data. NEWSIPS-like schemes, with reahstic "noise models," have been implemented for SWP-LO (e.g., Ayres 1993; Ayres et al. 1995) and for SWP-HI (e.g, Ayres et al. 1993; but, again, are not yet available for LW-HI. Therefore we have adopted a straightforward scheme to assign errors to our lUESIPS-processed spectra. We assume that the photometric noise appropriate to typical LW-HI exposures obeys a simple two-component distribution: a & g 0 + (7i(/^max) 1/2 ' The first term refers to the (often dominant) component of the noise that is independent of the local intensity and which arises from the background of the Vidicon image (contributed partly by the camera pedestal and partly by radiation "fogging"). The second term refers to the component of the photometric error that depends on the intensity, analogous to the behavior of a photon-counting sensor with negligible background. We estimated the two coefficients empirically in each exposure by examining the rms deviation of the profile fluxes from those of a reference line shape scaled to the same integrated flux. This approach assumes that the shape of the fine does not change. In the presence of significant morphological profile variations, the method overestimates the photometric noise. In the empirical "calibration" of the noise model, we compensated for any prior smoothing of the (oversampled) profiles and for the intrinsic spatialaveraging properties of the detectors (see discussion in Ayres 1993). The 1 a errors fisted in Tables 2-8 represent these photometric noise estimates, augmented (in Table 5 ) taken in late May of the same year agree with these values to within less than 5% for both Unes. Given the errors we have estimated for the IUE fluxes (typically a few percent) and the time elapsed between the HST and IUE observations, the agreement between our flux measurements and those of Harper et al. is good.
TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS
We have performed time-series analyses of the Mg n fluxes, using the " periodogram " method developed by Scargle (1982) for extracting periodic signals from unevenly sampled data. While this technique has been widely employed in astronomical contexts for more than a decade, considerable controversy persists concerning the proper method of assigning statistical significances to peaks that appear in Scargle periodograms. Scargle (1982) provided a means of calculating the probability that a periodogram peak is the result of random noise fluctuations (the so-called false-alarm probability, or FAP). Unfortunately, accurate determination of the FAP requires knowledge of the number of independent frequencies probed by a given time series, a quantity that is only strictly definable for evenly sampled data (see discussion by Koen 1990) . While empirical relations between the number of unevenly sampled observations and the number of independent frequencies have been derived by Home & Bahúnas (1986) and Marcy & Benitz (1989) , the appropriate range of application of such relations is unknown. In addition, Koen (1990) has pointed out the danger of normalizing the Scargle periodogram by the observed variance of the data rather than by the (typically unknown) true variance of the parent signal, calling into question the rehability of periodograms normalized in the former fashion.
These difficulties in interpreting the significance of periodogram peaks can be mitigated through the use of Monte Carlo simulations. One application of the technique, which we call the Peak Significance Test (PeST), represents an attempt to characterize the interplay between the windowing function associated with a time series and the Fourier character of a specified model for the parent signal. The parent signal is characterized by the measured mean and standard deviation of the observed fluxes. Tens of thousands of trial signals are produced from a model chosen to represent the parent signal, and sampled at intervals corresponding to those of the actual observations. The resulting data sets are used to compute simulated periodograms that in turn serve to define the PeST confidence levels. The confidence levels represent the probability that a periodogram peak of a given power and frequency could not be caused by a signal generated with the parent-signal model. Choosing uncorrelated Gaussian noise (UGN) as the parent-signal model produces PeST confidence levels analogous to FAPs, though the former are functions of frequency (i.e., reflect the characteristics of the windowing function) while the latter are not.
Because they do not require an explicit determination of the number of independent frequencies probed by a time series, PeST confidence levels are more easily defined than generalized FAPs in situations that involve unevenly sampled data. However, PeST confidence levels based on a UGN model of the parent signal share a fundamental limi-272 BROWN ET AL. Vol. 107 To demonstrate this point, we adopt a simple model for the parent signal that is consistent with the observed properties of the stellar Mg n fluxes. Specifically, this model reproduces two features common to all seven hybrid-star data sets. First, the Mg n fluxes are correlated on the shortest timescales over which multiple observations are available (see Fig. 12 below and § 5.3). Second, the distribution of the fluxes about the mean (Fig. 2) Table 9 . The spectra for each star were rebinned into 0.025 À bins and cross-correlated in order to align the Mg n features. A Gaussian filter with a 2 pixel FWHM was used to smooth each spectrum prior to rebinning and cross-correlation. In the co-addition, the images were weighted by exposure length, and all bad pixels were ignored. Crosses indicate pixels affected by réseau marks. The integration bandpasses used to measure the full (hatch marks) and redward (shaded regions) fluxes of the Mg n lines are shown for ô TrA.
No. 1, 1996 Mg n EMISSION FROM HYBRID STARS 273 peaked; none of the data sets display the double-peaked character expected if a sinusoidally varying signal were present (see Fig. 3 ). A Kolmogorov-Smimov test performed on the observed distributions reveals that each is consistent (with probabilities of 0.4-0.9, depending on the star) with a Gaussian distribution. In all cases, the fit is better for the Gaussian distribution than for a sinusoidal one. All the distributions show a tendency to be slightly more centrally peaked than a simple Gaussian distribution of equal integral area. This could indicate the presence of two components in the emission flux, one constant and the other varying with a Gaussian flux distribution. These observed properties are reproduced by Gaussian noise that is correlated on timescales shorter than a specified correlation time L corr provided that L corr is less than ~ 5% of the total span of the time series. In such a correlated Gaussian noise ( 
where a = exp (-Ai/L corr ), /? = (! -a 2 ) 1/2 , and At is the time between points y i -1 and y*. The resulting sequence {y f } has (jj) = 0, <yf) = 1, and a two-point correlation C 2 (i, j) = exp (-I Atij |/L corr ), where At^ is the time between points y i and y 7 -. This correlated time series is the first-order autoregressive model-AR (1) (Bras & Rodriguez-Iturbe 1993) . For more details and examples of astrophysical applications of AR (1) models, see Bennett & Harper (1996) .
An example of a typical CGN signal (generated using a 100 day correlation time) is given in Figure 4 , along with an illustration of the steps involved in computing a simulated periodogram from that initial model signal. In Figure 5 , PeST 99% UGN confidence levels are compared with those derived by use of CGN with various correlation times as the model for the parent signal. For stars with better sampled time series (e.g., a Aqr), the PeST CGN confidence levels he above the UGN confidence levels over a wide range of frequencies, with the difference between the models increasing toward lower frequencies. The CGN confidence levels for the more sparsely sampled time series are considerably lower, passing below the UGN confidence levels at high frequencies but remaining above them at the lowest frequencies. Thus, in many situations, periodogram peaks of significantly greater power are produced by CGN than by UGN, even though CGN is aperiodic in nature. In § 5.3, we compare our observed periodograms with both UGN and CGN confidence levels in order to provide a more reahstic context within which to judge the statistical significance of the periodogram peaks.
RESULTS
Figure 6 displays composite Mg n h and k profiles for the seven sample stars. To construct the profiles, we averaged the spectra Usted for each star in Table 9 , weighting the images by exposure time and ignoring all bad pixels. The temporal behavior of the full Mg n h and k fluxes (Tables  2-8 ) and the fifil h/k Une ratios is shown in Figure 7 . We performed x 2 -analyses of the Mg n fluxes and various Une ratios of each star in order to determine the probabiUties, P c , that the intrinsic values of these quantities were unchanged over the course of the observations. These probabilities are summarized in Table 10 and depicted graphically in Figure 8 .
There are several key conclusions that can be drawn from the distribution of points in Figure 8 . First, there is clear evidence that the Mg n fluxes of the sample hybrid stars vary. All seven stars exhibit significant changes (P c < 0.003) in their redward Mg n h and k fluxes, and six also show variability in their full h and k fluxes (P c < 0.013). The range of observed fluxes for a given star is typically of order 20%-40% of the mean. Second, there is evidence in two cases (a Aqr and ß Aqr) of a variable full h/k line ratio [P c (h/k) < 0.007]. However, because the line ratios are more adversely affected than the individual line fluxes by offsets in the wavelength scale-an effect not accounted for in our flux error estimates (see § 3)-we consider this to be a tentative result. No star exhibits detectable changes in its redward h/k Une ratio [P c (KedKed) > 0.10]. Third, there is no discernible difference in variabflity characteristics between the G supergiants (filled symbols) and the K bright giants (open symbols) of the sample.
a Aqr exhibits variations in the redward/fuU ratio of both Mg n lines (P c < 0.03). The ratio is sensitive to changes in the relative strength of the wind absorption, in the case that No. 1, 1996 Mg n EMISSION FROM HYBRID STARS 277
Period (days) 500 200 100 10 5 the absorption is not oversaturated 2 (i.e., the wind absorption does not extend to high enough velocity to affect the whole blue wing of the emission line). A striking example of such wind variability is found in two spectra of a Aqr obtained ~6 months apart (Fig. 9) . The changes in the profiles point to an increase of ~25 km s _1 in the terminal velocity of the wind. A variation in the relative strength of the wind absorption feature also is observed in LWP images of i Aur obtained during [1985] [1986] . In ~5 months, the total flux of the Mg n h line increased 36% while the redward h fine flux increased by only 15%. The additional flux in the blueward wing of the profile (see Fig. 10 ) apparently resulted from a decrease in the effective wind opacity during this time. Such a decrease could be caused by an increase in the acceleration rate of the wind (G. M. Harper 1995, private communication) or the disappearance from 2 For stars in which the wind absorption is oversaturated (e.g., a TrA and y Aql), the redward/full ratio remains constant because the blueward portion of the profile contributes insignificantly to the total flux. the fine of sight of a large, high-opacity wind structure, as a result of either rotation or dissolution. Figure 11 shows weighted linear least-squares fits to the full Mg n h fluxes of each sample star. For six of the stars, the data are consistent (<1.6 a) with the absence of any linear trend. For y Aql, a possible trend is seen at a significance level of ~2.7 a. The best fit to the data indicates a 13% decrease in the average Mg n h flux over 13 years, though the combined amphtude of shorter term fluctuations is nearly a factor of 2 larger. The linear trend, if real, may be a manifestation of a long-term magnetic activity cycle of indeterminate period longer than 15 years, analogous to the cycles discussed by Bahúnas & Vaughan (1985) .
Long-Term Variability

Short-Term Variability
We analyzed ah pairs of spectra of a given star obtained within 24 hour windows in an attempt to detect short-term Mg n flux variability, which might possibly be associated Figure 12 depicts the statistical significance of the variations. Only one star (a Aqr) exhibits flux changes above the 3 o level occurring in less than 24 hours. We conclude that strong chromospheric flaring (>10% changes in flux in a few hours), like that observed on RS Canum Venaticorum binaries and other active late-type stars (Linsky 1980; Haisch, Strong, & Rodonô 1991) , is rare among hybrid stars. This result is not surprising given that the formation of the Mg n lines for our sample of stars involves extensive reprocessing of photons in their winds, and short-term variations should be smoothed by photon scattering over the large volume involved.
5.3. Periodic Variability For each star of our sample, we computed Scargle periodograms of the full and redward Mg n h fluxes-the quantities for which the greatest number of measurements are available. The periodograms for each star are shown in Figure 13 , in which are also depicted 99% PeST confidence levels derived by using UGN and CGN with a range of correlation times (50-200 days) as the model for the parent signal. The frequency range for each periodogram was determined by the temporal spacing of the IUE observations. The low-frequency limit was set to the fundamental frequency (AT) -1 of each time series, where AT is the interval between the first and last observations. The highfrequency cutoff for each periodogram was set at 0.2 day -1 ; we cannot hope to reliably detect shorter period variations with the available temporal samphng.
The arrows in Figure 13 indicate the positions of periodicities previously reported in either the Mg n or the Ca n emissions of our sample stars. Six of the seven stars have at least one rotational period given by BMS, who based their analysis on a small subset of the IUE observations discussed in the present paper. However, all seven BMS periods (solid arrows) coincide with positions of low power in our periodograms. The BMS rotational periods are inconsistent with the behavior of the Mg n emission observed in our more extensive data set and apparently are spurious. Rao et al. (1993) studied the Mount Wilson Ca n data of 11 post-main-sequence G-K stars, including five of the objects in our sample. For these five stars, they reported a total of 28 periodicities in the Ca n emission. Numerous empirical studies have established the correlation between the fluxes of the Mg n and Ca n lines in chromospherically active late-type stars (see review by Jordan 1991 and references therein). However, there is little or no evidence that the multiple periodicities reported in the Ca n emission are reflected in the variability of the Mg n fluxes. In our periodograms, 25 of the 28 Rao et al. periods do not correspond to any substantial peak in power. Of the three remaining periods, two bracket a peak that occurs at 725 days in the periodograms of i Aur. The final period lies near a peak at 495 days in the periodograms of y Aql. Figure 14 shows the Mg n fluxes of these stars phased to their respective putative periods. In both cases, the presence of a cyclical variation is not evident.
Roughly a dozen peaks in our periodograms meet the limits defined by both the 99% PeST UGN and CGN confidence levels, but none drastically exceed it. For each of these peaks, we produced phase diagrams, and in all cases, the results were unimpressive. We performed numerical simulations in which we sampled noisy sinusoids of various periods and signal-to-noise ratios and computed periodograms from the data sets. In general, we are able to recover the period of the sinusoid when the signal-to-noise ratio is > 1, as defined by Home & Baliunas (1986) . However, if the amplitude of the sinusoid relative to the noise is further decreased, it is not possible with our sampling to discriminate between a noisy sinusoid and CGN. We conclude that, if present at all, cychcal variations in the Mg n fluxes of hybrid-chromosphere stars are of such low amplitude that they cannot account for the 20%-40% variability observed in six of our sample stars. This behavior suggests that the Mg n flux variability, and the weak peaks that do occur in our periodograms, are related to stochastic chromospheric and wind variability and are unlikely to be caused by pulsation, rotational modulation, magnetic activity cycles, or combinations thereof.
CONCLUSIONS
From our analysis of 1.5 decades of IUE observations of Mg n emission from hybrid-chromosphere stars, we conclude that
